Faculty Scholarship Driving Change

Educating the next generation of lawyers, developing path-breaking scholarship, and driving change in our society.
IMPACT

“I’m honored to present Oregon Law’s most recent faculty scholarship. Our professors’ body of work reflects many facets of the law’s impact on the world. On topics ranging from climate change, prison reform, constitutional conflicts, and dispute resolution to international law, employment law, and the commercial code, our work affects lives today and into the future.”

MARCILYNN A. BURKE
Dean, Dave Frohnmayer Chair in Leadership and Law
SARAH ADAMS-SCHOEN
Assistant Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


ANGELA ADDAE
Assistant Professor

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


ADELL AMOS
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
Clayton R. Hess Professor of Law

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS

“Mechanisms for Protecting Groundwater-Dependent Ecosystems” (with Clinton Donegan Burke), for The Nature Conservancy, August 2018.

KRISTEN BELL  
Assistant Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS  

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS  

“Prisoners as Patients: The Opioid Epidemic, Medication-Assisted Treatment, and the Eighth Amendment” (with Michael Linden, Sam Marullo, Curtis Bone, and Declan T. Barry), 46 *Journal of Law, Medicine, and Ethics* 252 (2018) (symposium).


MARCYLYNN A. BURKE  
Dean  
Dave Frohmayer Chair in Leadership and Law

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS  


CARL BJERRE  
Wallace L. and Ellen A. Kaapcke Professor of Business Law

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS  


OTHER WRITINGS  
STUART CHINN  
Associate Dean for Programs and Research  
James D. and Alfred T. Goodwin Senior Fellow, Associate Professor

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS  


ANDREA COLES-BJERRE  
Associate Professor

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS  


GREG DOTSON  
Assistant Professor

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS  


OTHER WRITINGS  


MICHAEL FAKHRI
Associate Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS
“Sugar,” in International Law’s Objects (Jessie Hohmann and Daniel Joyce eds., Oxford University Press, 2019).


ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


OTHER WRITINGS

ELIZABETH FROST
Senior Legal Research and Writing Professor

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


SUSAN GARY
Orlando John and Marian H. Hollis Professor of Law

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS
§§ 511-550 in Bogert’s Law of Trusts and Trustees (Thompson West, revised second edition, 2019).

Wills, Trusts, and Estates in Focus (with Alyssa DiRusso and Naomi R. Cahn) (Wolters Kluwer, 2019).


ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


ERIK GIRVAN
Associate Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


LESLEY HARRIS
Professor Emerita

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


TOM LININGER
Orlando John and Marian H. Hollis Professor of Law

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


MOHSEN MANESH
Associate Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


ROBERTA MANN
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Stewart Professor of Business Law

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


OTHER WRITINGS


MICHELLE MCKINLEY
Bernard B. Kliks Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


OTHER WRITINGS


MICHAEL MOFFITT
Philip H. Knight Chair, Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS

MICHAEL MUSHENO
Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS
Navigating Conflict: How Youth Handle Trouble in a High-Poverty School (with Calvin Morrill) (University of Chicago Press, 2018).

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS
“Exploring Frontline Work in China” (with Xiaowei Zang), 95 Public Administration 842 (2017) (peer reviewed).

OTHER WRITINGS
“Culture of Trust is Key for School Safety” (with Calvin Morrill), The Conversation (March 27, 2018).

ERIC PRIEST
Associate Professor

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS

“Why Don’t We Think about Authors the Way We Think about Entrepreneurs?” 53 Akron Law Review (forthcoming 2020).

OTHER WRITINGS
“Tariffs Are the Wrong Weapon in Fight against China’s ‘Pirates’ – Here’s the Right One” (with Sean Pager), The Conversation (April 30, 2018).
Ofer Raban
Elmer Sahlstrom Senior Faculty Fellow, Professor

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


OTHER WRITINGS

“Is the Assange Indictment a Threat to the First Amendment?” The Conversation and Salon.com (May 1, 2019).

“There’s a Wider Scandal Suggested by the Trump Investigations,” The Conversation and Salon.com (January 24, 2019).

“Kavanaugh’s Impact on the Supreme Court and the Country May Not Be as Profound as Predicted,” The Conversation and Salon.com (November 20, 2018).

Jennifer Reynolds
Associate Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS
“Oversimplifying, Overselling, Overreaching,” in Discussions on Dispute Resolution (Andrea Kupfer Schneider and Art Hinshaw eds., forthcoming).

“Thinking of Activism as ADR,” in The Negotiator’s Fieldbook (Chris Honeyman and Andrea Kupfer Schneider eds., forthcoming).


“Annihilation Is a Futuristic Exercise in Empathy,” Dispute Resolution Magazine (Summer 2018).

Joan Rocklin
Senior Legal Research and Writing Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS

ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


OTHER WRITINGS
“Annihilation Is a Futuristic Exercise in Empathy,” Dispute Resolution Magazine (Summer 2018).
NANCY SHURTZ
B.A. Kliks Professor

BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


OTHER WRITINGS
BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


ARTICLES AND POLICY PAPERS


OTHER WRITINGS
“Senators Botched the Brett Kavanaugh Investigation. Now the FBI Must Clean Up the Mess,” USA Today (October 1, 2018).